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Outline

• Learning functions in graphical domains (graphs in 
data ... graphs in functions) - motivations

• Graphical Neural Networks

• Experimental results
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Paradigm Shift?

• Learning functions defined on the nodes 
(outputs on nodes, arcs)

• The learning environment: 

• A unique graph (a collection of “nodes” can always be 
regarded as a special disconnected graph)

• Graphs to express the examples and the 
relationships between the examples 
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Re-foundation of Calculus
(see e.g. A. Bensoussan & J.-L. Menaldi)

• Notions of boundary, Hilbert space of functions, 
norms & semi-norms (Sobolev spaces)

• Extentions of differential operators ... Green’s 
formula

• Variational problems, Harmonic functions, 
Dirichlet & Neumann’ problems

• Relationships with random walk 

Difference Equations on Weighted Graphs (with A. 
Bensoussan).  (Journal of Convex Analysis (Special issue in 
honor of Claude LeMarechal), 12 (2005), pp. 13-44.)
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What’s a Castle?
for pages and edges represent the hyperlinks (Figure 1-C). The web connectivity can be exploited,

along with page contents, for several purposes, e.g. classifying the pages into a set of topics.
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Figure 1: Some applications where the information is represented by graphs: A is a chemical

compound (adrenaline); B an image; and C a subset of the web.

Traditional applications cope with graph structured data by engaging a preprocessing phase

which map the graph structured information to a simpler representation, e.g. vectors of reals.

However, important information, e.g., the topological dependency of information on node n may

be lost during the preprocessing stage and the final result may depend, in an unpredictable man-

ner, on the details of the preprocessing algorithm. More recently, there are various approaches

[1, 2] attempting to preserve the graph structured nature of the data for as long as required be-

fore processing the data. In other words, these approaches attempt to avoid the preprocessing

step of “squashing” the graph structured data into a vector of reals first, and to deal with the pre-

processed data using a list based data processing technique, rather than paying special attention

3

Supervision: which parts compose the castle? (back nodes)

Segmentation and recognition:
perhaps ... it’s better not to separate in two steps ...
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Ranking Web Pages

for pages and edges represent the hyperlinks (Figure 1-C). The web connectivity can be exploited,

along with page contents, for several purposes, e.g. classifying the pages into a set of topics.
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Figure 1: Some applications where the information is represented by graphs: A is a chemical

compound (adrenaline); B an image; and C a subset of the web.

Traditional applications cope with graph structured data by engaging a preprocessing phase

which map the graph structured information to a simpler representation, e.g. vectors of reals.

However, important information, e.g., the topological dependency of information on node n may

be lost during the preprocessing stage and the final result may depend, in an unpredictable man-

ner, on the details of the preprocessing algorithm. More recently, there are various approaches

[1, 2] attempting to preserve the graph structured nature of the data for as long as required be-

fore processing the data. In other words, these approaches attempt to avoid the preprocessing

step of “squashing” the graph structured data into a vector of reals first, and to deal with the pre-

processed data using a list based data processing technique, rather than paying special attention

3

we put supervision on “some nodes” and ask inference on the rest ... 
if I can set relationships ... the same problem holds everywhere
The distinction learning set/test has a different meaning!

set a supervision value (topology & content)

Rank?

absolute/relative
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Web Spam?

for pages and edges represent the hyperlinks (Figure 1-C). The web connectivity can be exploited,

along with page contents, for several purposes, e.g. classifying the pages into a set of topics.
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Figure 1: Some applications where the information is represented by graphs: A is a chemical

compound (adrenaline); B an image; and C a subset of the web.

Traditional applications cope with graph structured data by engaging a preprocessing phase

which map the graph structured information to a simpler representation, e.g. vectors of reals.

However, important information, e.g., the topological dependency of information on node n may

be lost during the preprocessing stage and the final result may depend, in an unpredictable man-

ner, on the details of the preprocessing algorithm. More recently, there are various approaches

[1, 2] attempting to preserve the graph structured nature of the data for as long as required be-

fore processing the data. In other words, these approaches attempt to avoid the preprocessing

step of “squashing” the graph structured data into a vector of reals first, and to deal with the pre-

processed data using a list based data processing technique, rather than paying special attention

3

Again: set a supervision value (topology & content)

is this spam?

absolute/relative
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Quantitative structure activity      
relationship (QSAR)for pages and edges represent the hyperlinks (Figure 1-C). The web connectivity can be exploited,

along with page contents, for several purposes, e.g. classifying the pages into a set of topics.
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Figure 1: Some applications where the information is represented by graphs: A is a chemical

compound (adrenaline); B an image; and C a subset of the web.

Traditional applications cope with graph structured data by engaging a preprocessing phase

which map the graph structured information to a simpler representation, e.g. vectors of reals.

However, important information, e.g., the topological dependency of information on node n may

be lost during the preprocessing stage and the final result may depend, in an unpredictable man-

ner, on the details of the preprocessing algorithm. More recently, there are various approaches

[1, 2] attempting to preserve the graph structured nature of the data for as long as required be-

fore processing the data. In other words, these approaches attempt to avoid the preprocessing

step of “squashing” the graph structured data into a vector of reals first, and to deal with the pre-

processed data using a list based data processing technique, rather than paying special attention

3

Unlike previous two examples ... a global property
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Formal Statement

A unique graph! 
A target on some nodes (arcs)

function µn : ne[n] ! {1, . . . , |N |} which assigns to each neighbor of n a different position.

Actually, the position of the neighbor can be implicitly used for storing useful information. For

instance, let us consider again the example of the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) (see Figure 1-

B). In that case, µn can be used to represent the relative spatial position of the regions. For

example, µn might enumerate the neighbors of a node n, which represents the adjacent regions,

following a clockwise ordering. In another example, each node of the RAG is constrained to

have only a predefined number of neighbors, f.i. a position for a region on the left, a position

for a region below, and so on. The GNN model described in this paper can process both those

two classes of graphs. We will discuss two particular instances of the model, one tailored for

processing positional graphs and one particularly suited for non–positional graphs.

The purpose of our method is to train from examples a function ! : G"N ! IRm, where G is

any set of graphs, andN is the set of their nodes. Thus, a learning data set could be defined as a set

of three tuples L = {(Gi, ni, ti)|, Gi = (N i, Ei) # G, ni # N i, ti # IRm, 1 $ i $ q}. A three

tuple (Gi, ni, ti) denotes the fact that the desired target for node ni (of graphGi) is ti. However,

since all the graphs of the learning set can be combined into unique graph with disconnected

components, there exists an alternative definition that we adopt in this paper: a learning set is pair

L = (G, T ) where G = (N , E) is graph and T a is set of pairs {(ni, ti)|ni # N, ti # IRm, 1 $

i $ q}.

Remark 2 One may wonder whether the latter definition is only a trick or may correspond to

real case. Actually, even the limit case when the whole dataset comprises of a single connected

graph is possible both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. In this case, the learning

problem is well defined provided that there are reasonable numbers of supervised nodes both in

the learning data set and in the testing data set respectively. The problem of classifying web pages

is a straightforward example of the limiting case. The web is represented by one single graph,

the learning data set consists of some pages whose desired classification is known, whereas the

classification of other pages on the web is to be obtained by generalization.
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3 A new neural network model

The intuitive idea underlining the proposed approach is that nodes in a graph represent objects

or concepts and edges represent their relationships. Thus, we can attach to each node n a vector

xn ! IRs, called state, which collects a representation of the object denoted by n 4. In order

to define xn, we observe that the related nodes are connected by edges. Thus, xn is naturally

specified using the information contained in the neighborhood of n, which includes the label of

n, the labels of the edges which are connected to n, and the states and the labels of the nodes on

the neighborhood of n, respectively (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The state x1 depends on the neighborhood information.

More precisely, let fw be a parametric transition function that expresses the dependence of a

node on its neighborhood. The states xn are defined as the solution of the following system of

equations

xn = fw(llln, xne[n], lllco[n], lllne[n]), n ! N (1)

where llln, lllco[n], xne[n], lllne[n] are the label of n, the labels of its edges, the states and the labels of

4More precisely, xn should collect all the information which is relevant for deciding the output h(G, n) in

correspondence of n.

9

Local computation

the neighbor of node 1

A State-Based Model

We force relaxation to the fixed point!
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What Does Learning Mean? 

straightforwardly verified if the output neurons of the transition net uses an appropriately bounded

activation function, f.i. a hyperbolic tangent.

Notice that in this case

Fw(x, lll) = Ax + b , (10)

where b is the vector constructed by stacking all the bn, and A is a block matrix {Ān,u}, with

Ān,u = An,u if u is a neighbour of n and Ān,u = 0, otherwise. Moreover, vectors bn and matrices

An,u do not depend on the state x, but only on the node and edge labels. Thus, !Fw
!x = A, and,

by simple algebra,

!!!!
!Fw

!x

!!!!
1

= !A!1

" max
u!N

"

#
$

n!ne[u]

!An,u!1

%

&

= max
u!N

"

# µ

s|ne[u]| ·
$

n!ne[u]

!vToM
'
"w(llln, lll(n,u), lllu)

(
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u!N
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# µ

s2|ne[u]| ·
$

n!ne[u]
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%

&

" µ ,

which implies that Fw is a contraction function (w.r.t. ! · !1) for any set of parameters w.

!"!"# $%&'() *$$+ hw ,- ( .%%/.0'1('/ 2%&'() 2%310'4

In this model, hw is realized by a feedforward neural network. Since three layered neural net-

works are universal approximators, this method allows to implement any desired function. How-

ever, not all the parameters w can be used, because it must be ensured that the corresponding

global transition functions Fw is a contraction. In practice, this goal can be achieved by adding a

penalty term the error function

ew =
q$

i=1

(ti # #w(G, ni))
2 + $L

)!!!!
!Fw

!x

!!!!

*
,
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Banach fixed-point Theorem

where ! is a predefined parameter balancing the importance of the error on patterns and the

penalty term, L(y) is (y !µ)2 if y > µ and 0, otherwise, and the parameter µ " (0, 1) defines the

desired contraction constant of Fw.

More generally, the penalty term can be any expression, easily derivable w.r.t. w, that allows

to keep small the Jacobian. For example, in our experiments, we will use

s|N |!

i=1

L (#J i#1) ,

where J i is the i–th column of !Fw
!x . In fact, such an expression is an approximation ofL

"##!Fw
!x

##
1

$
=

L (maxi #J i#1).

!"# $%&'()*+, %-) ('')%(./ 0*1/ )2.-)3*42 +2-)(5 +210%)63 (+7 )(+7%&

0(563

Recursive neural networks are a special case of the model described in (7), where

• the input graph is directed and acyclic;

• the inputs of fw are limited to llln and xch[n](t ! 1);

• the graph should contain a node s called supersource from which all the other nodes can be

reached. Usually, the system output is os.

Note that the above constraints on the processed graphs and on the inputs of fw exclude any

sort of cyclic dependence of a state on itself. In fact, the graph is not cyclic. Moreover, ne[n] is

replaced by ch[n], which is equivalent to have an asymmetric neighborhood function for which

a child is a neighbour of its parents, whereas parents are not neighbours of the children. Thus,

in the recursive model, the encoding networks are feedforward networks (see Figure 5). This

assumption simplifies the computation of the node states. In fact, the states can be computed

following a predefined direction, i.e. from the leaf nodes to the supersource node of the graph.

First, the states of the leaf nodes are calculated, then the states of their parents are computed

23

target output
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Computational Capabilities

Crucial question 

The system dynamics is imposed by 
the “contraction map hyp”. Does it 
limit somehow the computational 
capabilities? 
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Unfolding Equivance

non!equivalent nodes

equivalent nodes
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c d

unfolding trees having depth 3

Figure 6: A graph with two unfolding equivalent nodes and two unfolding non–equivalent nodes.

Their unfolding trees of depth 3 are also displayed.

For example, let us apply a given function l : G ! N " IRm to the left graph in Fig. 6. If l

preserves the unfolding equivalence, then l is constrained to produces the same output for the two

nodes n1, n2 having label a, i.e. l(G, n1) = l(G, n2).

Remark 5 The exact meaning of the given definitions is slightly different according whether po-

sitional or non–positional graphs are considered. If the graphs are positional, then the unfolding

trees are constructed taking in account also the original neighbour positions. Moreover, equa-

tion T d
n = T d

u in Definition 2 uses the equality embedded in positional trees. For non–positional

graphs, the unfolding trees and the equality are non–positional.

When, we restrict our attention to connected graphs, the functions that preserve the unfolding

equivalence can be alternatively defined as those mappings which compute the out at a node n

considering only the information contained in the unfolding trees T d
n.

Theorem 5 Let us denote by T n = limd!" T d
n the possibly infinite tree constructed by merging

all the unfolding trees T d
n, d > 1, of n and let GC be a set of connected graphs. A function l

27
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Preserving the Unfolding-Equivalence

are assumed to be connected: there is a path connecting any pair of nodes. Both the two versions

of GNNs, based on Eq. (1) and Eq. (5), respectively, are studied.

In order to discuss the results, few new concepts must be formally defined. An unfolding tree

T d
n is the graph that is constructed by unfoldingG up to the depth d, using n as the starting point

(see Fig. 6).

Definition 1 An unfolding tree having depth d of a node n is

T d
n =

!

"

#

mkTree(llln) if d = 1

mkTree(llln, lllne[n], T
d!1
ne[n]) if d > 1

where T d!1
ne[n] is the set of the unfolding trees having depth d ! 1 of the neighbours of n and the

operator mkTree constructs a tree from the label of the root, the labels of the edges connecting

the root to its children and the set of the sub–trees 12.

Unfolding trees naturally induces an equivalence relationship on nodes.

Definition 2 Two nodes n, u are said to be unfolding equivalent n " u, if T d
n = T d

u for each

d # 1.

For example, Fig. 6 shows a graph with two non–equivalent nodes, two equivalent nodes and

their respective unfolding trees. Non–equivalent nodes can be immediately distinguished at the

first level of the trees, because they have a different number of children.

Functions that do not distinguish nodes which are unfolding equivalent are said to preserve

the unfolding equivalence.

Definition 3 A function l : G $ N % IRm is said to preserve the unfolding equivalence on G, if

n " u implies l(G, n) = l(G, u), for any nodes n, u of nG. The set of functions that preserve the

unfolding equivalence on G will be denoted by F(G).

12If no sub–tree is given, the constructed tree contains only one node.

26

“Everything” preserving the unfolding-equivalence 
can be calculated
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What Cannot Be Calculated?

Warning!
 The symmetry constraints

Only 3 different values ...1 2

3

5 4

0.64

0.15

Impossible!
The function doesn’t preserve unfolding equivalence 
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Figure 4: A graph and its encoding network to illustrate the backpropagation through time con-

cept.

for any t ! t0. Thus, the states of units remain constant for each instant, and backpropagation

through time can be carried out storing only x(T ).

Such an intuitive approach has a formal justification as follows. The following theorem states

that the problem is correctly defined and the function !w is differentiable.

Theorem 3 If Fw(x, lll) and Gw(x, lllN ) are continuously differentiable w.r.t. x and w, and

Fw(x, lll) is a contraction mapping w.r.t. x, then the function !w(G, n) implemented by the cor-

responding GNN is defined and continuously differentiable w.r.t. w for any graph G, any node

n, and any set of parametersw.

The next theorem suggests a method to compute the gradient.

Theorem 4 If Fw(x, lll) and Gw(x, lllN ) are continuously differentiable w.r.t. x and w, and

Fw(x, lll) is a contraction mapping w.r.t. x, then the sequence z(t),

z(t) = z(t " 1) ·
"Fw

"x
(x, lll) +

"ew

"o
·
"Gw

"x
(x, lllN ) , (8)

converges exponentially to the stable point z for any initial state z(0). Moreover, the gradient of

the error is

"ew

"w
=

"ew

"o
·
"Gw

"w
(x, lllN ) + z ·

"Fw

"w
(x, lll) . (9)

17

Classic Problem
Calculs of Variations, control literature

Almeida/Pineda (ANNs)

(Efficient) Gradient Computation
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Experimental Results

• the topologic properties only

• the content of the nodes only

• the joint dependence on both topology 
and content

Learning tasks in which the concept is based on:
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The Clique Problem

a

a

“1” if the node is part of a 3-clique 

no information in the nodes!
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The Clique Problem

• 2000 random graphs, 20 nodes, 300 training 
set, 300 validation set

• 5-clique,  71.8%  is “1”

• 2 states, 2-10 hidden units

• 84.6% on test set



Subgraph matching

Like for the “castle problem”

SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NEURAL NETWORKS 16

TABLE VII

THE SUBGRAPH MATCHING PROBLEM

Number

of nodes

in

3

5

7

9

Avg.

Total

avg.

In our tests, we used the whole dataset and the full descriptions of the compounds. Table IX reports various

published results (with standard deviation, when available), comparing our GNN model with other systems: TILDE

[43], [44], RDBC [45], FORF [46] and RelationalNN [47]. They surely don’t cover the full body of

experiments on this dataset, but offer an idea of the state of the art.

We use of the dataset for the train set, for the validation set and for the testset and we perform

–fold cross validation. The state is , but results with different dimensions are similar, and accuracy is avegeraged

between three runs. As we can see, GNNs are a general but quite effective model on this dataset. It is important

to observe, however, that the reduced dimension of the dataset makes difficult to assess clear advantages of one

method w.r.t. to the others, also because of the different experimental setups.

In our tests we’ve noticed that choosing optimal parameters when error on validation set is minimum can lead

to stop learning phase too early, as the set has a quite small number of patterns. To resolve this problem we’ve

tried to combine minimum number of misclassification on the validation set with proper error, to obtain the rule to
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the whole picture

the “castle”

600 graphs (TS,VS,TS)
random labels, but S is in G

both label and links
s=5, h=5

only label of the node

around 10% more
G: 30 nodes, S: 5 nodes



The Half-Hot Problem
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This problem consists of learning by examples a function ! that, given a graph G, returns

!(G, n) = 1 for a half of the nodes of G and !(G, n) = !1, for another half. Fig. 73 shows an

example of those functions.

The dataset contained connected regular graphs, i.e. graphs where each node has the same

number of connections. As discussed in Section 3.5, if all the labels of the nodes are equal and

the graphs are regular, then ! does not preserve the unfolding equivalence and cannot be realized

by a GNN. However, the labels can be always made distinct by an appropriate preprocessing. For

example, each label can be extedned with a random vector. In this way, at least in theory, ! can

be realized by a GNN.

The purpose of this experiment is to check the above theoretical result and to verify whether

the extension of the labels with random vectors may actually increase the computational power

of GNNs.

In this experiment, 300 random graphs were equally subdivided into the training, the valida-

tion and the test set. Each graph is generated by a three step procedure:

1. An even random integer d in the range [4! 10] and a random integer c in the range [3! 20]

are generated. The numbers are produced by uniform probability distributions.

2. A random undirected regular graph with d nodes and c connections for each node is gen-

erated. The graph is produced by repeatly inserting random edges between nodes which

have not reached the maximal number of connections. The construction procedure may be

stopped either because a uniform graph is obtained or because a situation is reached where

no more edges can be inserted. The construction procedure is repeated until a uniform

graph is generated.

3. A random node label is attached to each node. Each label is a 5 dimensional vector con-

taining integers in the range [0, 5].
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node has the same label a and graphs A and B are regular, i.e. each node has exactly the same

number of edges. Thus, all the nodes of graph A (graph B) are “symmetric” and will have the

same output, i.e. !(G, n1) = !(G, n2) if both n1 and n2 belong to A (or both n1 and n2 belong

to B).

!
!

!

!

!

!

! !

!

!

!!

" #

Figure 7: Two regular graphs where all the nodes have the same label a. Two functions that do not

preserve the unfolding equivalence are also displayed. Each function " is represented by black

and white nodes. A node n is black if "(G, n) = 1 and it is white if "(G, n) = 0.

It is worth to notice that in common graph theory all the nodes of a graph are considered

different entities. On the contrary, the GNN model assumes that two nodes are equal unless the

available information suggests the converse. In many applications, such a fact is not a problem or

it is an advantage. For example, RAGs (see Fig. 1#) are always connected. Moreover, their node

labels are distinct, because they usally contain information on the spatial positon of the regions.

Thus, according to Corollary 1, a GNN can approximate in probabilty any function on RAGs.

In practice, Corollary 1 suggests that the limitations of GNNs may be overcame by building

an appropriate dataset. In fact, let us consider again to the examples of Fig. 7. If n is node of

graphA and !(G, n) should depend on the information contained inB, then there must be some

hidden relationship between the object represented by n and the objects represented by the nodes

of B. By explicitly representing with appropriate edges this relationships, A and B become a

connected graph and the GNN model is able to produce the desired function. Similarly, if some
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300 regular graphs 4-10 nodes

it doesn’t preserve unfolding equivalence!

5-dim label (integer 0-5 range)

Notice that given a graph G, there are many different functions ! such that !(G, n) = 1

is satisfied for the same number of nodes as !(G, n) = !1 is. However, for our purposes no

particular function is preferable. Such a concept can be expressed by using the following error

function

ew =
!

n,u!N, n "=u

(on ! 1)(ou ! 1) .

In fact, it can be easily proved that if N is even and on " [!1, 1], for each n " N , then ew is

minimal when on " {!1, 1} and
"

n!N on = |N |
2 .

For this experiment, a neural GNN is employed where both the transition function hw and the

output function gw are implemented by three layer neural networks with 5 hidden neurons. The

constraint on " [!1, 1] is enforced using a hyperbolic tangent as activation function in the output

layer of the network that implements gw.

The test procedure computed, for each graph Gi of the dataset, the difference between the

desired result and the achieved one as "i = |Gi|
2 ! b, where bi was the number of hot node. A

node n was considered hot if on > 0. The GNN exactly predicted the correct result, i.e. "i = 0,

in 38% of the cases. Morever, for only a 2% of the patterns the differences was larger than 2

(|"i| > 2). The dotted lines of Figure 10 show the results achieved for each possible value of "i

on test and training set, respectively.

One may argue that the results achieved by GNN cannot be correctly evaluated without a

statstical analysis of the dataset. In fact, even a simple procedure that assigns to each output a

random value may often produce the right result, because the case "i = 0 is the most probable.

On the other hand, the expected behaviour of such a procedure can be easily computed 16 and is

depicted by the continous in Figure 10. Clearly, the GNN outperfoms the random process. Such

a fact confirms that the GNN is actually using the random labels to distinguish nodes. Moreover,

the results have been compared also with those achieved by a three layer feedforward network

16Notice, that the most useful random procedure is the process which sets o i to a value in {!1, 1} with uniform

probability. In this case, the probability of producing ! i hot nodes in a graph with d nodes is

#

$ d

!i

%

& /2d.
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with ten hidden neurons (dashed line in Fig. 10). The feedforward network is feeded only on

the node label and does not use the graph connectivity. The results obtained by such a network

are very similar to those expected for the random procedure. In fact, probably the feedforward

network just learns to produce a balanced number of hot and non–hot nodes.
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Figure 10: The results achieved on the test (!) and the train set (") for the half hot problem.

Horizontal axes display the possible differences !i, vertical axes denote the percentage of graphs

where the GNN obtained a difference !i. The dotted, the continous and the dashed lines rep-

resent the results achieved by the GNN, a random process and a feedforward neural netwrok,

respectively.
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In this paper, we have presented a unified approach to considering both a graph focused approach

and a node focused approach to graph structured data. We call such a model a graph neural

network model. In addition, we have presented a universal approximation theorem under some

assumptions. We have further provided a learning algorithm which can estimate the parameters

of the GNN model. We presented some experimental results to validate our approach. We have
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GNN
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Random

Notice that given a graph G, there are many different functions ! such that !(G, n) = 1

is satisfied for the same number of nodes as !(G, n) = !1 is. However, for our purposes no

particular function is preferable. Such a concept can be expressed by using the following error

function

ew =
!

n,u!N, n "=u

(on ! 1)(ou ! 1) .

In fact, it can be easily proved that if N is even and on " [!1, 1], for each n " N , then ew is

minimal when on " {!1, 1} and
"

n!N on = |N |
2 .

For this experiment, a neural GNN is employed where both the transition function hw and the

output function gw are implemented by three layer neural networks with 5 hidden neurons. The

constraint on " [!1, 1] is enforced using a hyperbolic tangent as activation function in the output

layer of the network that implements gw.

The test procedure computed, for each graph Gi of the dataset, the difference between the

desired result and the achieved one as "i = |Gi|
2 ! b, where bi was the number of hot node. A

node n was considered hot if on > 0. The GNN exactly predicted the correct result, i.e. "i = 0,

in 38% of the cases. Morever, for only a 2% of the patterns the differences was larger than 2

(|"i| > 2). The dotted lines of Figure 10 show the results achieved for each possible value of "i

on test and training set, respectively.

One may argue that the results achieved by GNN cannot be correctly evaluated without a

statstical analysis of the dataset. In fact, even a simple procedure that assigns to each output a

random value may often produce the right result, because the case "i = 0 is the most probable.

On the other hand, the expected behaviour of such a procedure can be easily computed 16 and is

depicted by the continous in Figure 10. Clearly, the GNN outperfoms the random process. Such

a fact confirms that the GNN is actually using the random labels to distinguish nodes. Moreover,

the results have been compared also with those achieved by a three layer feedforward network

16Notice, that the most useful random procedure is the process which sets o i to a value in {!1, 1} with uniform

probability. In this case, the probability of producing ! i hot nodes in a graph with d nodes is
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hot nodes
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Learning PR-like Functions

Learn the PageRank (PR)
Each node has a label with 2 Booleans

5,000 nodes
50 + 50 (Training & Validation Sets), 5 hidden units (linear model)
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Figure 8: The desired function ! (the continuos lines) and the output of the GNN (the dotted lines)

on the pages that belong to only one topic (plot !) and on the other pages (plot "). Horizontal

axes stand for pages, vertical axes for scores. Pages have been sorted according to the desired

value !(G, n).
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Figure 9: The plots of the error function during the learning on training set (continuous line) an

on validation set.
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Figure 8: The desired function ! (the continuos lines) and the output of the GNN (the dotted lines)

on the pages that belong to only one topic (plot !) and on the other pages (plot "). Horizontal

axes stand for pages, vertical axes for scores. Pages have been sorted according to the desired

value !(G, n).
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Figure 9: The plots of the error function during the learning on training set (continuous line) an

on validation set.
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• s/w based on MathLab 7.0.1

• It’s evolving ... updating of feature 
(functions on arcs, non-stationarity, ...)

• download s/w at http://airgroup.dii.unisi.it

Experimental steps
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Conclusions

• Graphs in data ... graphs in functions (Compiling data & function on 
the same graph)

• Only preliminary experimental results ... 

• We’d love trying with problems like Web spam, social networks 
(blogs)!

• Related approaches to be investigated (mainly with Kernel 
machines: Risi Kondor, Bernard Schoelkopf), but also with ILP + 
Statistics
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Related Papers

• M. Gori, M. Maggini, and L. Sarti, "Exact and Approximate 
Graph Matching Using Random Walks", IEEE TPAMI (2005)

• A technical report (draft)

download from http://nautilus.ing.unisi.it

Comments very welcome!
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Thanks for your attention!


